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Named “Best Student Checking”




NliuH Savings Online & Mobile Banking Financial Education
That all-nighter might cost you,
but at least your checking won’t.
U.S. Bank Student Checking offers:
- No monthly maintenance fee and no minimum balance 1
- Free ATM transactions at 5,000+ U.S. Bank ATMs and 3,000+ branch
locations in 25 states
- 4 free non-U.S. Bank ATM transactions per statement cycle 2
- Free Online and Mobile Banking3
- Free email and text alerts to notify of payment reminders, low balance,
deposits made 3
- Free online statements4
- Free first order of U.S. Bank logo checks
Visit the U.S. Bank branch located at 1001 Madison St.
or 1301 5th Ave. to open an account today.
All of Observing you®
tut branch Qusbank.com/student Cj 800.771 .BANK (2265)
From MONEY Magazine, October 2012 ©2012 Time Inc. MONEY is a registered trademark ofTime Inc. and is used under license. MONEY and Time Inc. are notaffiliated
with, and do not endorse products or services of U.S. Bank.
1.All regular account opening procedures apply. $25 minimum deposit required to open an account. 2. A surcharge fee will be applied by the ATM owner, unless they
are participating in the MoneyPass® network. 3. You may be charged access fees by your carrier, dependent upon your personal plan. Web access is needed to use
Mobile Banking. Check with yourearner for details onspecific fees and charges. 4. Optional paper statements available, for afee. Deposit products offered by U.S.Bank
National Association. Member FDIC. *
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Students returning to Seattle
University for fall quarter probably
noticed a new addition to Public
Safety’s arsenal: Segways.
Seattle U Public Safety officers are
riding Segways as an alternative to
foot or bike patrol in order to increase
efficiency. Although it may look like
a scene from “Paul Blart: Mall Cop,”
there’s nothing funny about the
reasons behind the switch to Segways
and the changes that this shift
could bring.
When Executive Director of Public
Safety Tim Marron was hired three
months ago, he noticed a major flaw
in the way that Public Safety officers
were patrolling campus.
“Coverage was very sparse and
understaffed. At that time we had a
supervisor and three officers on duty
at any given moment,” he said.
But with one of the three officers
on dispatch, this meant that with
For Marron, the solu-




required breaks, there were times that
only one officer was actively patrolling
throughout the entire campus.
Seattle U acknowledged the
understaffing issue and increased the
number of Public Safety officers. An
inflation of staff size, however, still
left only a few officers on patrol at any
given time.
Given the size ofcampus, designing
effective patrol was no easy task.
Mountain bikes shortened response
times, but patrolling on a mountain
bike for a 12-hour shift can be
exhausting. In addition, bikes don’t
allow access to buildings.
NEWS
“[The increase in staff] helped,”
Marron said. “But at any given
moment, you have two to three officers
now covering the entire campus, so I
asked myself, How do I decrease the
amount oftime that it takes for officers
to patrol the outside of campus and
inside of buildings? How do we get
them there quickly?”
To Marron, the solution was clear;
Seattle U should purchase Segways for
Public Safety officers.
They allow for quicker response
times, sail through buildings and
across campus, and help officers to
overcome the usual traffic messes that
patrol cars have to put up with. With
Segways, officers are able to patrol
campus much more efficiently, and
avoid fatigue.
“The thing with the Segway is it
enables officers to get exponentially
more patrol inside and outside of
buildings, while being able to carry
all of their emergencyequipment with
them on the Segway. The beauty of the
Segway is you don’t have the fatigue
factor, either,” Marron said. “No
matter how in-shape you are, ifyou’re
on a mountain bike for twelve hours,
you’re not going to be as effective at
the end ofyour shift as the beginning.”
Marron, who previously
implemented the use of Segways at
Evergreen State College, is prepared
for challenges that might emerge from
the change. According to Marron,
one of the biggest challenges at
Evergreen was student response to
Segways. Some students might not
understand why patrolling by foot or
bike is inefficient, or simply don’t see
the need for Segways. Still, some have
been able to grasp that the program
could have some benefits, particularly
after Marron anticipated a tepid
response from the student body and
sent a campus-wide email describing
the program.
“I know that they’re good for
carrying equipment, such as
defibrillators,” said junior Katie Athis.
INTO THE NEW QUARTER
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A student and a Public Safety officer travel down the lower mall by foot and Seg-
way. The necessity of the Segways has been a topic ofconversation among many
students.
Athis mentioned that she is glad that
Public Safety is interestedin educating
students about the Segways and even
letting students try out the Segways
on campus.
The officers themselves are also
excited about the change. According
to officer Joshua Halbert, riding the
Segways can take a bit of getting used
{The beauty of theSegway is you don’thave the fatigue factor. T’Tim Marron,
Director, Public Safety
to because of the toll of standing, but
officers are impressed by the improved
response time that the Segways
provide.
Marron understands that students
are concerned about how the school
spends tuition money, and because of
this, he is making an effort to educate
students on the importance of the
Segways. Marron sent an explanatory
email to students and staff this
summer, and has planned demos that
offer students the chance to try the
Segways out for themselves.
“Our mission is to protect lives
and property, and our officers have
changed their mindsets to the focus
of the mission,” Marron said. “The
use of Segways is just one way that
we’re trying to accomplish that shift of
philosophy.”
Alaina may be reached at
abever@su-spectator.com
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BRINGING HOME BAGGAGE, REVERSE SHOCK TALK
Emily Hedberg
Sports & Opinion Editor
Although the study abroadexperience
illuminates both new dimensions of
the world and of oneself, being so
immersed in a new culture has been
known to create troubles for those
returning home.
When students enter the college
community, several opportunities
present themselves to those
students. A common activity the
new college freshman considers is
studying abroad.
Seattle University Education
Abroad adviser Michelle Rainey
describes the benefits of such
an experience.
“[Studying abroad] gives you an
opportunity to figure out who you
are and how you fit into the world.
It makes you question your values,”
Rainey said.
Before leaving, students attend
an orientation to help prepare them
for their travels and the emotional
challenges that might accompany
that transition, otherwise known
as “culture shock.” However, what
students may not anticipate prior
to their study abroad decision are
the feelings they might experience
upon returning home: reverse
culture shock.
Rainey describes reverse
culture shock as a very frustrating
phenomenon, comprised of three
major components.
Rainey details that many returning
students find themselves bored with
the general landscape of the familiar.
Rainey experienced this herself,
returning to Iowa after time spent
in Cork, Ireland on her own study
abroad experience.
The secondreintegration challenge
is returning to one’s old routine,
which may seem stale after time in a
foreign country. Lastly, Rainey states
that it is difficult to find someone at
home who is genuinely interested in
every detail the student feels inclined
to share about their time abroad.
Seattle U sophomore Alex Thomas
studied in Galway, Ireland this past
summer and experienced this reverse
culture shock upon returning home.
She had learned about the concept in
her orientation prior to her trip, but
it was still difficult to come home.
“The advisers explained reverse
culture shock as having trouble
adjusting to life back home,” Thomas
said. She continued to explain the
condition as being unable to properly
talk about one’s experience abroad.
Simultaneously returning to a home
that has not changed at all, and
encountering people who can’t quite
{[Studying abroad]makes you questionyour values.Michelle Rainey
Education Abroad adviser
comprehend the changes you have
gone through can be very unsettling.
Although Thomas did not quite
experience culture shock when
she arrived in Ireland, as the only
noticeable differences were the public
toilet charges and the general laid-
back attitude ofthe people, she found
her experience returning home
to be as difficult as the Seattle U
advisers described.
“I’m really thankful they gave me
the heads-up on that aspect ofcultural
adjustment, as I found everything
they explained to be totally accurate
when I returned home,” Thomas said.
“It was hard to explain to people
what it was like living in Ireland, and
I realized I could only explain my
real excitement about it when I was
talking to someone who had been to
Ireland before.”
However, not all students
experience this condition in quite the
same way.
Rebecca Fick, a Seattle U athletic
trainer, studied abroad in Osaka,
Japan. Fick didn’t undergo emotional
adjustments upon her homecoming,
but her difficulty reentering lay
mostly in small cultural details.
“It took me a long time to stop
bowing,” she said. “Whenever you
say hello, you bow to show respect.
It was probably two weeks back
home before I didn’t have to stop and
catch myself.”
Despite missing her host family,
the only other cultural adjustment
for Fick was her difficulty falling
asleep on a mattress, as she spent her
time in Japan sleeping with mats on
the hard floors.
Senior Justin Haase similarly
coped with cultural differences
upon returning home. Haase lived
in Mexico with a host family from
January until June of 2013.
“Family is the most important
part of life,” he said. “Everyone was
really nice and even though they
didn’t know you, they really cared
about you. When I came back to the
U.S., I realized how much we care
about work ethic, how successful we
are, and the things we do, where in
Mexico, familymattered most.”
Seattle U provides a reentry
dinnereach quarter to welcomeback
September 25th, 2013
studentswho have spent time abroad
and to provide an opportunity to
debrieffrom some of these emotional
and cultural changes.
Though culture shock can be
challenging, Rainey offers a more
positive way to look at those feelings.
“Sometimes people view it as
a negative, but it is just another
important part of a life-changing
journey where students get a chance
to learn more about themselves,”
she said.
Ultimately, studying abroad
provides students with a chance to
explore the world, themselves, and
the people around them. Such an
experience, therefore, has a chance to
produce positive results.
Emily may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
ALYSSA BRANDT • THE SPECTATOR
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THE GRASS IS GREENER ON THE OTHER HILLS
Colleen Fontana
News Editor
With plenty of sweet spots like Cup-
cake Royale and High Five Pie, Capi-
tol Hill has always been a popular des-
tination for baked goods.
And with the forthcoming changes
promised by the passage of the 502
marijuana initiative, that statement
could be more valid than ever in Se-
attle communities. .
Though rules will be different with-
in the state, Seattle University’s pol-
icy regarding marijuana will remain
the same.
Tim Marron, director of Public
Safety at Seattle U, said that changing
laws in the state will not affect univer-
sity policy. Because marijuana remains
illegal at a federal level, and many stu-
dents have federal aid, the campus will
remain strictin its prohibition ofweed
on school property.
Other schools will remain mar-
ijuana-free as well, because the law
restricts cannabis retail stores from
being within 1,000 feet of any educa-
tional institution. In fact, due to zon-
ing regulations, there is a chance that
Capitol Hill won’t see any retail stores
at all.
According to Capitol Hill Seattle
Blog, Washington is allowed 334 pot
locations and up to 21 of those could
be in Seattle.
“The reality is, cannabis is already
an industry, but it’s been operating...
in the black market,” said Tonia Wich-
ester, director of Privateer Holdings,
an organization invested in the legal
distribution of medical marijuana.
Wichester graduated from Seattle
University Law School in 2008 and
previously worked as an outreach di-
rector with New Approach Washing-
ton, a major proponent in the 1-502
campaign.
Under the 1-502, the production
and sale of marijuana will be legal for
specially-licensed farmers and specifi-
cally licensed business owners. Limit-
ed possession of marijuana under 502
will be legal for adults 21 and over.
New Approach Washington be-
gan involvement in the campaign
because, according to their web-
6 NEWS
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The Seattle Medical Marijuana Association CannaBus advertises their business on Denny Way, near the Space Needle and
other tourist attractions. Medical marijuana has been legalized since 2011, however, the passage of502 has made weed ac-
cessible to non-patients over the age of21.
site, “treating marijuana as a crime
has failed, and...it is time for a
new approach.”
Because of its illegal status, mari-
juana has always remained under the
radar, meaning that private sellers and
growers have received all the income.
Under the new law, however, licenses
will decide where the money is go-
ing and the Washington State Liquor
Control Board (WSLCB) will decide
who has a license. Over the past year,
the WSLCB has formed teams to de-
cide the rules and regulations thatwill
surround the new cannabis law.
Brian Smith, communications di-
rector for the WSLCB, said the change
in law will direct the profit back to
the state.
“[Marijuana] will be heavily taxed,
that’s part of the new law,” said Smith.
According to Wichester, it’ll be a wor-
thy investment.
“[Cannabis] is a $50 billion in-
dustry in the U.S. It’s bigger than
corn and soy beans combined,”
Wichester said.
That number is difficult to calcu-
late or verify because of the illegality
of cannabis, but researchers in many
departments do agree that there is
money to be made.
According to an article in CNBC,
the estimates for revenue from mari-
juana range anywhere from about $10
billion to about $120 billion, based on
an economic theory of supply and de-
mand and statistics of consumption
across the nation.
That income, however, presents the
largest challenge in this whole pro-
cess, Smith said. Marijuana produc-
tion and consumption remains illegal
at the federal level. While the state has
been allowed to move ahead with their
laws on a local level, the cannabis in-
dustry remains a cash-only business,
Smith said, because banks, which are
federally-run, won’t be able to accept
money from licensed marijuana busi-
nesses due to potential prosecution.
In an article earlier this month,
The Seattle PI reported that Governor
Jay Inslee and Washington Attorney
General Bob Ferguson are seeking to
change that.
“...Certain aspects of the federal
law are making it difficult for entre-
preneurs seeking to enter the regu-
lated marijuana market and comply
with Initiative 502,” Inslee and Fer-
guson wrote in a message to the U.S.
Senate Judiciary Committee in early
September. According to them, busi-
ness owners were having trouble ob-
taining bank services because of fed-
eral criminal penalties against money
from drug sales.
#
For now, all eyes seem to be
on Washington.
“We’re trailblazing,” Smith said.
“If you go in and you show that it
works people are more likely to accept
it. No one has created a market out
of nothing.”
The WSLCB will continue to final-
ize the law until Dec. 1 and they will
begin collecting applications for an
1-502 license beginning Nov. 18. Re-
tail stores will begin opening in the
new year.
The Seattle Police Department re-
ported on their website that they will
not be making marijuana-related ar-
rests as long as the public is complying
with the regulations under the 1-502
law, all of which are outlined on the
WSLCB website at: http://lcb.wa.gov/
marijuana/I-502
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
SOLUTION FOR SERIOUS SITUATION IN SYRIA STALLED
Veronica Mazzolini
StaffWriter
Confusion clouds the situation in Syr-
ia as politicians advocate that several
varying degrees of military action be
taken, while figures like Pope Francis
issue calls for peace.
Sept. 7 was proclaimed by Pope
Francis as a churchwide day ofprayer
and fasting for Syria, the first such
declaration since 2003, when Pope
John Paul II called for prayer and fast-
ing before the Iraq War. The Popes
special holiday occurred between
President Obamas call to military ac-
tion in Syria and his subsequent deci-
sion to postpone these plans in hopes
ofcoming to a diplomatic solution.
“Biblically, there isall kinds ofcom-
mentary on what is an appropriate re-
sponse to violence,” said Fr. Brendan
Busse, S.J., “The Hebrew scriptures,
in my own reading of them, say a lot
about a pretty radical stance against
violence enacted by states. If you
read the Book of Samuel or the Book
of Kings I think it is pretty clear that
God’s not a big fan of superpowers in
nations in general enacting violence
against people.”
The Jesuit Refugee Service is cur-
rently working on the border of Syria
and Jordan to care for refugees fleeing
the country.
“The antidote to this violence is
not more violence,” Busse said. “The
antidote to violence fromthe church’s
perspective is love and that has to be
actively put into the situation.”
The conflict in Syria has escalated
over the years, but looking at the last
two years in particular is crucial to
understanding current events in Syria.
The use of chemical weapons appears
to be a retaliation on the part of the
government against ongoing rebel
demonstrations. Here, the Spectator
has outlined a timeline of events.
Veronica may be reached at
vmazzolini@su-spectator.com
September 25th, 2015







Conflict begins on a minor scale when civilians become outspoken about
the Assad regime in Syria. The government responds to the protests with
violence. Teens and children are arrested for political graffiti and many
" T
are kilted when the governmentcracks down on demonstrations. •
SEPTEMBER % 2011 £ The European Union imposessanctions against Syria for the
brutal, campaign against its
own people.
The UN General Assembly and
the Arab League vote for Presi-









Syrian Foreign spokesman. Jihad Makdis-
si announces a threat with chemical
weapons against outside forces: No
chemical or biological weapons wilt ever
be used.... unless Syria is exposed to
externa! aggression."
With heightened threats, Syrian
Prime MinisterRiyad al-Hijab
resigns from office and defected
from the Assad regime.
The United States warns Syria about using chemi
cal warfare, vowing to hold accountable anyone







has evidence of the
chemical weapon
sarin being used in
Syria in small scales.
President Obama states
that chemical weapons
used by the Assad regime
on their own people is
“crossing the red line."
The UN reports a
team of 10 experts
enter Syria to investi-
gate the chemical
attack.
Chemical weapons are used in an attack against civilians near the capitol of Damascus.





The United Kingdom %
dec ision against military
action in Syria was
passed by Parliament.
President Obama addresses the nation
concerning the crisis in Syria. The push for
an air strike in Syria is postponed until Oct.
white additional investigation is being
carried out by UN Security Council.
PICKING COLLEGE DEGREE A MAJOR DECISION
Sheldon Costa
Staff Writer
Picking a degree can be
life-changing.
For the 975 incoming freshmen
predicted by Admissions Director
Melore Nielsen to begin at Seattle
University this year, that decision
could determine their futures.
But how much does a students
chosen major actually affect their
future, particularly their income?
According to a recent study con-
ducted by Georgetown University,
quite a bit.
The disparity between the de-
grees with the highest and lowest
associated earnings is dramatic. For
those choosing to study petroleum
engineering, the highest grossing
undergraduate degree, their starting
median incomecould fall anywhere
between $82,000 and $189,000.
Compare these expected earnings
to those of a student who chooses to
major in something like psychology
or theatre, who are lucky to expect
8 NEWS
half as much annually, and pursu-
ing a degree in the liberal arts seems
iffy.
This poses obvious difficul-
ties for an educational institution
like Seattle U, where the liberal
arts are fundamental to the core
education, and where the College
of Arts, and Sciences boasts the
largest enrollment.
To freshmen like Ashlan Runyan,
however, the decision to choose a
major isn’t just about getting a job.
An incoming English major at Seat-
tle U, Runyan has decided to study
liberal arts despite dismal financial
predictions.
You shouldn’t write
[goals] off because peo-
ple are telling you your
head is in the clouds.
AshlanRunyan,
Freshman
Runyan has wanted to be awriter
since she was a child, and it seemed
natural for her to study English in
college.
“It always made the most sense
to me,” Runyan said. “You read
books, study books, write books.
I’ve always wanted to be a writer. I
can’t let go of English.
”
While Runyan admitted that
she worries about her financial fu-
ture, she also explained that money
didn’t form the foundation of the
kind of life she wants to live.
“The end goal for me has never
been to have a big house or live an
affluent lifestyle,” Runyan said. “I’ve
known people who live that way
and it doesn’t seem to me like it’s
any more fulfilling than any other
way of living. That’s not the most
important thing to me.”
But future income isn’t the only
thing that freshman pursuing non-
technical degrees have to consider.
According to The Hamilton Project,
an economic policy initiative based
out of the Brookings Institution, the
national volume of student loans
increased 77 percent from 2002 to
2012.
Though aid has increased with
the price of tuition, students still
graduate with an average debt of
$25,000 and, according to another
study conducted by Georgetown
University, an average unemploy-
ment rate of eight percent among
recent graduates.
The rising cost of living in a place
like Seattle also makes the low ex-
pected earnings associated with a
degree in the liberal arts even more
of a challenge. One need only look
around Capitol Hill to see that the
area, saturated with new construc-
tion projects, caters toward high-
income residents. According to the
Seattle Times, individual rent pric-
es on the Hill in the last two years
alone have increased by over $400,
and all signs point towards further
increases in the future.
Runyan says she isn’t ignorant of
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the facts, but she also isn’t intimi-
dated by them and couldn’t imag-
ine spending four years of her life
studying something she didn’t care
about.
“I think the things that you want
right now, those are important, they
have value,” she said. “You shouldn’t
write them off because people are
telling youyourhead is in the clouds.
Or that, youknow, you’re going to be
poor one day. Today I’m not. Today
I’m doing what I care about. I think
people get too bogged down in five-
yearplans.”
James Vive, the assistant direc-
tor of Career Services and the li-
aison with the College of Arts and
Sciences, had similar things to say
about students’ decisions in choos-
ing a degree. Vive said that much
of the work that Career Services
does for students is specifically tai-
lored to their individual desires and
talents, and that their financial fu-
ture is only a governing principle
of that search if the student asks
for it.
“It is a reality that financial con-
cerns play into the decisionmaking
for a lot of our students,” Vive said.
“And if that’s a sincere piece of what
they’re weighing, we provide that
information. But at the end of the
It is a reality that finan-
cial concerns play into
the decisionmaking for
a lot of our students.
James Vive,
Career Services
day it comes down to a personal
choice.”
While it’s certainly true that more
technically-oriented degrees have a
direct association with higher earn-
ings, Vive also explained that pur-
suing a field for financial reasons
without genuine interest is usually
“unsustainable.”
“It comes to individual assets,”
Vive said. “If you don’t like the ma-
terial, how successful will you be?”
Like many others, Vive pointed
out that a degree founded in the
liberal arts, while not necessarily
fostering a specific professional skill
set, instills valuable characteristics
that help students develop their ca-
reers over the course of their lives,
such as “communication, both ver-
bal and otherwise... as well as ana-
lytical thinking and cultural compe-
tency.”
While technical degrees have
the benefit of teaching students
skills that are directly applicable to
their chosen profession, they also
run the risk of becoming outdated
or unnecessary because of changes
in technology or economics. Ar-
chitecture, for example, used to be
an extremely popular major for
students looking to graduate into
careers, but due to the collapse
of the housing market, now has
the highest unemployment rate at
13.9percent.
SEPTEMBER 25TH, 2013
Next week, The Spectator investigates
the issue from the perspective of Se-
attle U alumni.
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com.
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SEATTLE U CAMPUS GEMS
Union Green
One ofthe larger open spaces on
campus, Union Green can be found
occupied by mostofthe student
body on a pleasant spring afternoon
when the long-awaited sun shines
upon the city. On days like this, it is
not uncommon to find students la-
zily basking in the sunlight, reading
a book, or playing Frisbee. Through-
out the year, on days when it’s not so
sunny in Seattle, Union Green acts
as a park for the neighboring com-
munity members, and serves as a
playground for dogs and their own-
ers who can usually be seen walking
through and around campus. Head
on over to Union Green and soak up
the last days of sunshine — it won’t
happen again until spring.
Sidebar
Ifyou aren’t in the law program at
Seattle U, you might feel like you have
no reason to be in the law school. But
there is a hidden gem there that you
have to check out. The Sidebar is one
ofseveral Bon Appetit coffee bars
on campus. Because it’s in the law
school, a lot ofundergrads forget it’s
there. But you should
definitely not discount
this cafe. Theircoffee 4
is superb and they of-
ten have scrumptious
12 FEATURES
lunch and dinner specials. So check it
out for the next time you need a shot
of caffeine or something tastybefore
class - it’s not like it is against the law
or anything.
Fine Arts Recording Studio
Although Seattle U looks pretty
tiny from an outside glance, that
does not mean that we are lacking
the technology to keep our facilities
modern and helpful. In fact, we have
a wonderfuland newly renovated re-
cording studio in the Fine Artsbuild-
ing, which is available for anyone
interested in using it. Aspiring artists
can come and prepare their next per-
formance for Seattle Us talent show
Scratch, record music, or just have a
jam session. Who knows, maybe the
next Macklemore will rise from the
depths of the building.
Buddhist Garden
With so many outstanding in-
door study spots on campus - cafes,
Lemieux Library, the studentcenter
- Seattle U's many gorgeous outdoor
spaces too often go ignored. This oa-
sis behind Campion is one such hid-
den gem, secluded
enough that distrac-
tions will be few, yet
conveniently located




Even though you’re in college and
you probably had to write an essay of
some kind to be here, we know that
words can be difficult. Brainstorm-
ing can be intimidating. Prompts can
be confusing. Writing in general can
often appear to be the worst thing
ever. But the Seattle U Writing Center
is here to help you with anyand all of
those concerns. Schedule an appoint-
ment to work on your paper at any
stage of the writing process. Though
the Writing Center is not an editing
service, the students there will do
their best to collaborate with you on
developing important writing skills
and habits.
The Media Production Center
Perhaps Seattle Us bestkept secret,
the Media Production Center on the
first floor of the library is a go-to spot
for many of the school’s film, photog-
raphy and communications majors.
For anyone interestedin produc-
tion, the MPC is a treasure trove. The
center has a sizeable private screen-
ing room that students can rent out









Cut, Adobe Premiere and Photoshop,
a studio with a green screen, and
equipment available for check-out.
Shakespeare Garden
Ifyou ever findyourself thinking,
“Hey, I could really use some chamo-
mile right now,” don’t just make a
beeline for The Byte — stop by Fine
Arts and pick it yourself.
Any self-respecting granola eater on
campus shouldknow that the Shake-
speare Garden plays host to a number
of edible herbs including thyme, rose-
mary and tarragon. All the greenery
planted in the garden was selected ac-
cording to Shakespearean verse: each
plant is mentioned in the Bard’s plays.
HOT SPOTS OFF CAMPUS
Cal Anderson Park
10th and Pine
What ever happened to the formal
promenade? Victorian families don-
ning their finest duds on a Sunday
afternoon and walking circles in a
-
local park, cordially nodding at one
another as they passed. It was a tidy,
painless tax to pay in order to be con-
sidered a part of polite society.
Look how far we’ve fallen: one is
practically required to make exten-
sive small talk with passing acquain-
tances, and the beautifully poignant
“walk-and-nod” has become sup-
planted by the incredibly involved
“cup of coffee.”
We are egotistical creatures, all we
want is to be celebrated - though we’ll
settle for being noticed and acknowl-
edged - yet we’ve made socialization
way more difficult than it needs to
be. Fortunately, the architects ofCal
Anderson Park were of like mind
and installed a promenade around a
prominent water feature for Hill resi-
dents to recreate that proud tradition.
The menagerie ofHill society flocks
to the promenade on a pleasant day.
Hipster culture advocates for a slight
rewind of taste and thought, but what
ifwe carried it back even fur-




Red Light on Broadway may in
fact be the best place to increase both
your costume and hipsterwardrobe
simultaneously. Recently voted the
best vintage store in Western Wash-
ington, you can mosey along upstairs
to update your daytime collection or
pop downstairs to find the quirky,
unconventional costumes you won't
see at Spirit Costume Store. “You can’t
buy hipster street cred, but these guys
sell all the ingredients for it. It’s like
raiding your parents’ closet, ifyour
parents were Twiggy and MC Ham-
mer,” Seattle Weekly said of the store.
Red Light has it all.
Annapurna
Broadway and Denny
Annapurna is the perfect place to
retreat to for some great grub ifDick’s
is getting old. With $1 chai and funky
yogurt lassi drinks, it’s almost impos-
sible to pass it by, especially with the
wafts of curry smell circulating near
the doorway. Head down a short
staircase to an intricately decorated
interior, filled with waiters who ofFer









At first blush, Twice Sold Tales
seems like your typical used book-
store: teetering stacks ofnovels,
narrow corridors offloor to ceiling
bookshelves. That is, until you almost
step on a pile offluffand whiskers.
Yep, a bookstore with cats. It would
behoove those with allergies to steer
clear, but how could you resist?
Melrose Market
Melrose and Pine
One of the most unapologetically
yuppie spots on the hill, Melrose Mar-
ket is saturatedwith aggressively
bourgeois artisan food shops. Yet
it’s with good reason that places like
this garner such praise: Homegrown
Sandwich Shop offers a bang-up avo-
cado, egg, and cheese, though if you
opt for a whole sandwich it’ll set you





The misconception about ball-
rooms is that you have to be able to
dance to go in. That isn’t true. You
don’t have to cha-cha in or shake
your groove thing before they will
let you enter. You don’treally have to
prove anything, you just have to be
okay with finding happiness. Century
Ballroom, located just blocks north
of campus near Cal Anderson Park,
is a hoppin and twirlin’ place to be.
Offering classes and dances in every-
thing from swing dancing to hip-hop
to tango, the Ballroom will cure your
boredom. There is a side effect, how-
ever: it’s quite addictive.
Oasts Tea Zone
6th and Welter
The Oasis Tea Zone is a spunky
spot to try one of the Taiwanese
people’s greatest gifts to the culinary
world. Available in every flavor imag-
inable, the cafe’s milk tea is delicious
and the tapioca at the bottom is even
better. And when it comes to the
food, I have just two words for you:
Nutella wontons. I mean, come on.
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LOCAL FOOD TOUCHES DOWN AT CENTURYLINK
Caroline Ferguson
Copy & Managing Editor
It’s a sandwich that would be as at-
home on the glossy cover of a local
food magazine as it would on the
menu of any Capitol Hill gastropub:
fried cotto salami from the renowned
Pioneer Square deli Salumi Artisan
Cured Meats, topped with glisten-
ing, almost nutty caramelized onions,
a hint of garlic and black pepper, all
between two pieces of chewy, flour-
dusted Macrina Bakery ciabatta.
All rhapsodizing aside, this isn’t
your typical stadium food.
CenturyLink Field’s revitalized
Community Concessions Program
has reached out to a number of local
eateries to feed the crowds who will
flood the stadium for Seahawks and
Sounders games this season.
The program kicked off on
Aug. 17 for a game against the
Denver Broncos.
This isn’t the first time Century-
Link has chosen local purveyors over
big-name corporations. In 2007, it
became the only stadium in the Na-
tional Football League to have a bev-
eragecontract with neither Coca-Cola
nor Pepsi. The rights went to Seattle’s
Jones Soda instead, onlyto be replaced
by Coca-Cola in 2010. Jonesmoved its
headquarters toPioneer Square a year
later, hoping that game-day foot traffic
would boost revenue.
The former Community Conces-
sions Program was similarly short-
lived. Under the old system, which
started when CenturyLink first
opened in 2002, local restaurants
would send their own staff members
to the stadium to prepare food to sell.
This proved to be a financially unsuc-
cessful model and most eateries pulled
out within a few seasons.
The new program retains its pre-
decessor’s locavore flair, but is more
streamlined. This time, restaurants
sell their recipes and ingredients to
CenturyLink and food is prepared
on-site by the stadium’s own culi-
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Some ofthe samplings at CenturyLinkFields revitalized Community Concessions
Program include tacos and warm dungeness crab rolls.
nary staff, including Executive Chef
Seisuke Kamimura.
“Seattle is an international, mul-
ticultural city, so it’s important that
our food selection reflects a strong
local influence,” Kamimura said in
an interview with the Seahawks’
official website.
Salumi’s cotto sandwich is
only the beginning of the mouth-
watering new selection.
Many of the local dishes will be
served at a new booth called “The Best
of Pioneer Square, Chinatown, and
the International District,” located in
the stadium’s Main Concourse. Here,
the International District’s legendary
Kau Kau offers their famous barbecue
pork served over steamed rice, and
Pioneer Square’s McCoy’s Firehouse
serves up a tangybrisket sandwich.
The new Brougham Beer Hall
within the Main Concourse, as well
as two hot dog carts, carries ched-
dar-and-beer-infused Tailgator Sau-
sages from Pike Place Market favorite
Uli’s Sausage.
True to the stadium’s community
spirit, Brougham features a bevy of lo-
cal beers and wines.
Field level carts sell a $12 Dunge-
ness crab roll, with local crab inside
Macrina Bakery bread.
It’s a far cry from the cheap beer
and garlic fries of yesteryear - though
CenturyLink certainly still offersmore
pedestrian fare.
The program is part of a larger
change within CenturyLink: the sta-
dium chose Sportservice as their
concession provider for the 2013 sea-
son. “The hot dogs and Bud Light will
always be the core of our business,
but we’re always looking for the new-
est and greatest thing,” Assistant Gen-
eral Manager and Director of Opera-
tions for Sportservice at CenturyLink
Field Matt Krauss told the official
Seahawks website.
CenturyLink isn’t the only stadium
that’s dabbling in artisan fare. Neigh-
boring Safeco Field courted epicurean
sports fans last spring with an upscale
Mexican menu by local chef Ethan
Stowell, as well as a variety of vegan
steamed buns created by chefs Rich
Landau and Kate Jacoby. Landau even
created a Portobello carpaccio for
Safeco’s Private Suites.
Though some may balk at the no-
tion of fancy-schmancy stadium
food - a number of recent Yelp re-
views complain about the prices -
that doesn’t seem to be hurting sales.
The stadium regularly sells out of the
specialty items: according to Krauss,
guests who want to sample Kau Kaus




“While free food israrely bad, I can
say all of this stuff was good anyway,”
said the Seattle Times’ Bob Condotta
after the unveiling of Brougham Beer
Hall on Aug. 17.
We’ll keep watching as Century-
Link continues to raise the bar for
stadium fare
-
while we’re not too
busy making sure that fried artisan sa-
lami grease doesn’t ruin our Sounders
scarves, that is.




THE MAGICAL WORLD IS BACK, AND ITS ‘FANTASTIC’
Colleen Fontana
News Editor
About 16 years ago, the world fell
in love with a boy with a lightning
shaped scar on his forehead. With his
uncontrollable hair, his striking green
eyes and his thrilling adventures,
readers worldwide found themSelves
underhis spell.
HarryPotter made millions of chil-
dren care about reading again. We
lovedhim that much.
I became a part of the Harry Potter
craze very early on. Before I could sit
still long enough to read a book, my
brothers and sisters would read them
aloud to me, and I quicklybecame ob-
sessed. Not too long after, I decided
that I was going to play Hermione
Granger whenever the new movies
were released; I had the curly hair
and everything.
I stood in line at everymidnight re-
lease. I played my fair share of Harry
Potter trivia games. Like my friends,
I lived much of my childhood in a
fantasy world where I too attended
Hogwarts, even going so far as to send
myself an acceptance letter from Pro-
fessor McGonagall. My dad helped me
singe the edges ofthe paper so my let-
ter would look and feel more authenti-
cally magical.
Fans around the globe were at once
elated and destroyed by the seventh
{HarryPotter mademillions of children lcare about reading Wagain.
and final installment of the Harry
Potter saga. It was a moment we had
waited for and yet one that we had
also dreaded.
We wanted to know how the story
ended without the magical world ac-
tually ending.
J.K. Rowling surprised Harry Pot-
ter fans on Sept. 12 by announcing the
start of a new film that will carry on
the Potter world.
With Warner Bros. Studios, Row-
ling is planning a new film titled
“Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them” based on the book she wrote
that is set in the same world as her
first series, but follows a different set
ofcharacters.
Though few details have been re-
leased about the film, Rowling has
told fans that it will focus on the
book’s “author” Newt Scamander, and
take place 70 years before the time of
HarryPotter in New York City.
“Although it will be set in the
worldwide community of witches
and wizards where I was so happy for
seventeen years, ‘Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them’ is neither a pre-
quel nor a sequel to the ‘Harry Potter’
series, but an extension of the wizard-
ing world,” Rowling said in a recent
press release.
Though the magical world is famil-
iar for Rowling, she will experience
something new as she writes her first
screenplay for the film interpretation
of this novel.
According to David Heryman, pro-
ducer of the “Harry Potter” film se-
ries, Rowling chose to write the new
film because she needed to continue
the magic.
“I can’t talk reallyabout it yet,” Hey-
man said in a recent interview with
ComingSoon.net. “All I can say is that
it’s great. [Rowling] had no need to go
back to this universe or world. It’s not
‘Harry Potter’ per se, but the world of
Harry. She’s chosen to do so because
she felt a need to tell a story. That she’s
doing it means that it’s going to be
very, very special.”
Though nothing has been con-
firmed about the future film, there
is talk of this movie being the first
in a new series by Rowling and
Warner Bros.
Chances are, Potter fans will be
happy to have another reason to dress
up for a magical midnight release. Be-
cause Rowling isknown and respected
around the world, the film is expected
to do well.
“J.K. Rowling is the brand that
readers love and trust,” fan Carmel
DeAmicis told the Los Angeles Times.
[Whenever
I needed to
escape, I could go into
the world she created,
and that relationship
you develop with an
author is unique.
Carm l DeAmicis .f-
Fan ■
“WheneverI needed to escape, I could
go into the world she created, and that
relationship you develop with an au-
thor is unique.”
September 25th, 2013
If you are still in denial about the
completion of the Harry Potter books
and films, you can breathe a little more
easily knowing that more is still to
come. So don’t put away those gradu-
ation gowns and taped glasses just yet.








The knee-high boot is back,
y’all. This fall, boots are hitting
right below the knee, or even
above. Those that aren’t are paired
with thigh-high socks that elon-
gate your limbs and cover your
fading summer tan. Don’t fight the
height. Boots that eclipse the low-
er half of the leg are taking over
shelves and closets everywhere.
And hey, at least they’ll keep your
calves warm.
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BLACK ON BLACK ON BLACK
, This season, black is the new
; black. The dark side is undoubt-
i edly winning this fall with gothic
l trends and witchy designs flying
■ onto runways and fashion blogs
r like nobody’s business. Trendy
: people all around the world are
- wearing Darth Vader’s favorite
r color in slimming getups for both
. day and night. Be classy and wear
r a little black dress and blazer or
go for an edgier look with fish-
nets, black tailored shorts and a
crop top. However you want to
spin it, stop doubting yourselfand
wear that black from head to toe.
Everyone knows it’s cool to look
like you host seances and dabble
in Wicca.
k.
r The kinderwhore look is so hot
■ right now. This season, fashionis- t
: tas and designers everywhere are J
; telling us to make like Courtney s
> Love circa 1993 and flaunt nurs- t
' ery-inspired attire. Take a hint \
: from Wednesday Addams and don e
: a black Peter Pan collared blouse, c
i If goth chic isn’t really your thing, e
■ try a babydoll dress a la Shirley t
■ Temple. And if you really want to f
■ go the whole nine yards, pair your c
i dress with Mary Janes or Dans- 5
> kos and you’ll really be ready for 3
I recess. So what if you’re cold? s
. Fashion is pain. s
The tuxedo has stepped out of
the prom and onto the runway.
Men have been wearing tuxedos
ince the late 1800s, but now it’s
the ladies’ turn. So far, they’re
wearing them a lot better. Wheth-
r it’s long, tuxedo-inspired vests
or coats with satin lapels, models
verywhere are looking a little
bit like penguins. As we learned
from James Bond, nothing says
lassy quite like a tuxedo, so on
your next fancy night out pair
your usual dress with a tuxedo-
tyle jacket and you’ll look just
mashing, dahling.
TURTLENECK CROP TOPS
Over the summer, the dorky tur-
tleneck mated with the cute crop
top and their lovechild is taking
retailers by storm. The turtleneck
crop top packs two of the 20th
century’s favorite shirts into one
glorious, albeit tight and tiny,
must-have item for fall. Pair your
crop top with a full skirt or, better
yet, put on some mom jeans for
a nerdy-chic look that says “I’m
stuck in the ‘90s.” There’s no need
for scarves while the turtleneck is
back in town, but you might want
to keep that jacket buttoned for
the sake of your exposed belly.
Illustrations by AlyssaBrandt
Ladies, it’s time to admit that
we still have a little something to
learn from mom. Last year, the
slouchy boyfriend jean was popu-
lar, but this fall, pants that make
you look like you’re 40 are all the
rage. Mom jeans—the dumpy,
high-waisted version of boyfriend
jeans—are the pants of the season,
and motherhood has never looked
so hip. Yes, they make everyone’s
butt look a little saggy, but who
says saggy butts can’t be chic?
Pair them with a crop top and cuff
the bottoms above a pair of cadet
boots and you’ll feel like you’re
ready to hop in the minivan and
take to the carpool lane in style.
PLATFORM BOOTS
It’s time to get your hands on
some old Dr. Martens because
clunky pleather platform boots
are definitely back in style. The
cumbersome platforms pioneered
by go-go dancers and The Spice
Girls are back with a vengeance,
and this season there is no such
thing as too chunky or tacky.
Studded platforms, sparkly plat-
forms, green platforms - all are
fair game this fall. If you want to
be really edgy, try out some Jef-
fery Campbell boots for nighttime
or take a hint from Lady Gaga
and wear a pair so high you can’t
even walk (perfect for those Se-
attle hills). These boots weren’t
made for walking - they’re high-
end artwork. The higher the
platforms, the closer to God, I
always say.
SEPTEMBER 25TH. 2013
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YOUTHFUL PRINTS
Vogue says it’s fashionable to
be immature this fall. Inspired by
the wardrobes of middle school,
Givenchy brought a Bambi print
to the runway this season and
other designers followed suit,
presenting pieces smattered with
hearts, starts and fast food prod-
ucts. Good news for us — we
have yet another opportunity to
prolong childhood. Try a printed
pullover with a leather skirt for
a grunge look that says “hooray,
irony!” or pair a printed cardigan
with a floral babydoll dress and
make everyone’s eyes bleed. Pull
out your old graphic tees because
ifGivenchy says it’s cool to dress
like a teenager, it probably is.
So let’s all buy socks with tacos
on them and mourn the passage
of time.
BEANIES
It’s time to replace the wide
brimmed hats of spring and sum-
mer with a floppy blob of wool.
The beanie is no longer reserved
for skateboarders, stoners and
happy kids on sleds. The fashion
elite is wearing them too. Try a
beanie with a pom-pom on top
for a festive look that says “I’m
ready to hop on a sleigh and drink
some cocoa” or a subtle black
beanie that lets everyone know
you’re too cool to care about the
top of your head. But here’s the
best thing about beanies: they can
hide male-pattern baldness and
splotches of discoloration created
by freak salon accidents. I think






The past few times that I’ve been to the
movies, most of the films have related
to superheroes, love stories or ridicu-
lous and improbable comedy. This
past weekend, I encountered a film
that bypasses the cinematic norm by
giving its audience something we usu-
ally try to escape when we enter the
theater: reality.
In the newly released “Prisoners,”
we delve deep into a heart-wrenching
and terrifyingly realistic story that fo-
cuses on the kidnapping of two young
girls and what their fathers do to get
their children back home, regardless
of issues oflegality or morality.
Although the film deals with a topic
to which most of us cannot relate, the
characters are so authentic that it feels
almost as if our own loved ones have
been taken and that we ourselves are
facing off against the
potential intruders.
The two fathers, played by Hugh
Jackman and Terrence Howard, react
to their daughters’ disappearances in
opposite ways. Jackman’s character, a
deeply religious hunter and carpen-
ter, lets out his rage against the lead
suspect in his daughter’s kidnapping,
played by Paul Dano, in ways that are
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unimaginably evil and demented, so
much so that his actions almost made
the audience feel for the alleged ab-
ductor. Howard’s character is much
calmer and more tentative about the
situation, even though he breaks down
during a candlelit vigil for his daugh-
ter while his wife and elder daughter
embrace him.
The mothers, played by Maria Bel-
lo and Viola Davis, are joined rather
closely in their grief, very often ap-
pearing detached and erratic with
sadness. At one point during the film,
Bello’s character spirals into insanity
when she believes her daughter float-
ed through the house and out of her
bedroom window.
Director Denis Villeneuve packs
the 153-minute film with thrilling and
horrifying moments, leaving us barely
any time to adjust to the characters’
realizations. Jake Gyllenhaal, who
plays the detective investigating the
case, is incredibly jittery, oftenbecom-
ing frustrated and aggressive. As the
hours of abduction turn to days, the
audience questions what the final out-
come of the story could possibly be,
and whether this story will have the
happy ending we’re so accustomed to.
In a way, these characters provide
different reactions to tragedy, and the
audience’s response was similarly var-
ied. One man actually screamed dur-
ing an intense moment between Gyl-
lenhaal and a suspect, but neither my
friends nor I realized that this scream
wasn’t part of the film. The intensity
of the film was infectious, and the im-
pact on the audience made the entire
experience that much more chilling.
While the film is incredibly haunt-
ing, it’s also impressively simple. The
beginning and end both feature a
simple title card, with the word “Pris-
oners” in white text against a black
background. Yet the experience ofthe
characters gives the identical cards
differentresonance.
If you are interested in seeing a
strong film in acting, story and over-
all emotional output, I would strongly
recommend hurrying to your local
theater as soon as possible to have
your own opportunity to be moved
by “Prisoners” in ways you may not
have imagined. There’s already Os-
car buzz surrounding the film, which
has been out for less than a week,
so hop onboard and get ready for
some intensity.
Grace may be reached at entertain-
ment@su-spectator.com.
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26 The Photographs ofRayr K Metzker @ Henry ArtGallery
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Decibel Festival, through
out the city, Sept 25 to 29
AUTHOR
Shereen El Feki @ Elliot
Bay Books, 7 p.m.
MUSIC
Noah and the Whale @
The Neptune, 9 p.m.
YUMMM
Vegan Bake Sale to Beni
(Live) Bacon @ Vegan















MEN’S SOCCER SCORES FIRST OVERTIME WIN
Emily Hedberg
Sports & Opinion Editor
Seattle University mens soccer
achieved thefr first win of the season
Sunday afternoon in a thoroughly ex-
citing overtime victory against Florida
GulfCoast, 3-2.
The game began relatively slowly,
however, things picked up in the 35th
minute of the game, as Florida Gulf
Coastmade a move to the leadby scor-
ing the first goal ofthe game.
Sophomore MichaelRoberts quickly
tookaction to even the score. The game
continued this scoring patternthrough
the half as Florida Gulf Coast added a
point to their total just minutes later,
only to be scored on by JusticeDuerk-
sen.
Duerksen is a freshman who made
his collegiate debut Sunday, complet-
ing the occasion with a goal. In an
interview, Seattle Us head coach Pete
Fewing expressed how happy he was
for this significant and memorable
moment in the young athletes career.
Duerksen’s goal was assisted by Bobby
Segal.
The match stayed stagnant for the
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK: NATHAN MCLAUGHLIN
AMY TRUONG • THE SPECTATOR
SPORTS
remainder of the 90-minute game. The
tied score caused Seattle U to enter
their fourth overtime game in eight
games this season.
By overtime rules, the teams were to
go head-to-head in two 10-minute ses-
sions, in which the golden goal would
give the scoring team a victory. Hav-
ing partaken and lost in so many over-
time games previously this season, the
Redhawks fought hard for it. Fewing
claims the key to overtime victories is
“remaining defensively sound.”
Neither team gave up a goal as the*
end of the first session appeared to be
coming to a close. However, thanks to
skillful displays from Hamza Haddadi
and Brady Ballew, the Redhawks were
able to secure their first victory.
Other impressive performances
came from Miguel Gonzalez and Ian
Hines-Ike in their high number of
shots taken. Senior JakeFiener entered
the game with the highest number of
saves in the nation.
“When you work hard, you want
that result,” Fewing said regarding the
Redhawks’ first win. “We kept coming
back and it’s nice to put one in the win
column, especially at home.”
Sheldon Costa
Staff Writer
At the University of Washington and
Seattle University cross-country open,
sophomore Nathan McLaughlin
reached a new high point in his cross
country career. McLaughlin finished
first among all the Seattle U athletes
on the fourand a half mile course. His
time was 22 minutes and 44 seconds,
which was 36 seconds faster than his
run on the same course just last year.
The race earnedMcLaughlin the title of
Seattle Us athlete of the week on GoS-
eattleU.com.
For McLaughlin, his dramatic drop
in time speaks to the hard work he
has put into the sport since joining the
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Brady Ballew competes for a header with two defendersfrom Florida GulfCoast
during the men's soccer game on Friday.
Seattle U hopes to continue to add to Emily may be reached at
the win column in their game against sports@su-spectator.com
Gonzaga this Saturday, Sept. 28.
team last year.
“It had a lot to do with my sum-
mer training,” said McLaugh-
lin. “Over this past year, by doing
70 miles a week, I’ve gotten much
better at listening to my body.”
McLaughlin has been running since
seventh grade, when he was inspired
by his brother’s successful track career.
Coach Trisha Steidl is not sur-
prised by Nathan’s improvement as
a competitor.
“He’s grown alot, both in his experi-
ence and his actual strength from last
year to this one,” said Steidl.
Moving forward, Steidl predicts that
McLaughlin “should be one of our top
guys thisyear. I thinkhe’llbe a good cat-
alyst for where ourprogramcan go. Not
only as a good role model, in terms of
doing the things you’re supposed to do,
but also because he cares about helping
the program.”
McLaughlin is currently majoring
in general science with a focus on ex-
ercise and athletics. Outside of sports,
McLaughlin enjoys playing music,
badminton, and loves to swing dance
at Century Ballroom.
McLaughlin looks forward to the
oncoming season.
“I want to help build this program
for future years, and use my work eth-
ic and dreams to uplift the oncoming
class.”
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com
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THE SEATTLE U FALL 2013 SPORTS PREVIEW
Alaina Bever & VeronicaMazzolini
StaffWriters
GOLF
Seattle University’s golfteams are looking to be on-par this season as coach Marc Chandonnet takes the lead and drives
the team towards wins. Of the nine additions to the teams this year, three are Washington state champions.
“We have people who know how to win,” said Chandonnet. “We have proven winners and that’s something we didn’t
necessarily have last year.”
One change Chandonnetnotes will be team training. The golf team will be hitting the gym much harder this year in
preparation for matches.
“Better fitness, betterresults.” Chandonnetsaid.
After 38 years without hosting a golfing event, this year the men’s team will be hosting the Chambers Bay Redhawk
Invitational at Chambers Bay golfcourse on April 7 and 8. The men’s team will be traveling to Cabo San Lucas, Mexico
in October and the women’s team will be going to Maui in March.
TENNIS
The women’s tennis team starts the season offwith success as they finished their tournament in Boise, Idaho and they
are quicklyapproaching the Cougar Invite in Pullman, Wash.
“We did really well,” said sophomore team member Kristin James. “I think it might have been overall one of our best
finishes at that particular tournament in the past couple years.”
The improvement isall in team interaction. The team has been working on developing a good team bonding, especially
with the new members as they get ready for their winter season and ultimately, the Western Athletic Conference.The
men’s tennis team also welcomes new players this fall. A transfer student and two freshmen join the crew to add some
strength to the team.
“We really want to be part of state this year,” said sophomore teammember Will Topp. “We think our team looks a lot
stronger from last year to this year, so we are hoping to get quite a bit more wins.”
This weekend the men’s team will be playing an invitational at Eastern Washington University and the Boise State
Invitational the next weekend.
SOFTBALL
Although Seattle U softball is not in season until spring, they will be competing in several fall games.
This year the team is excited about having four pitchers on the roster for the first time since moving to Division I.
Their goal is to make it to the WAC championship. Powers believes this year the team has improved depth in field
position and is reaching a new level ofcompetition with Division I.
“We are optimistic about our chances,” said Powers. “We had a few injuries late last year that set us back a little bit, and
having all the returners that we have coming back, we’re going to do a lot ofgood things this year.”
WOMEN’S SOCCER
The greatest advantages for the women’s soccer team this fall are the team’s experience and maturity. According to head
coach Julie Woodward, the women’s soccer team is fortunate to have a large senior class, which lends experience and
solidarity to the team. That’s not to say that therewon’t be challenges ahead; Woodward noted that there are many other
good teams in the conference. Regardless, Woodward believes that pre-season has prepared the team well for the fall
season, and she hopes that the women’s team will make it into the WAC tournament and win. Woodward hopes that
the thrill of evening games under the lights that will soon be added to Championship Fieldwill draw more fans to the
games, and encouragesstudents to attend every home game this fall.
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MEN’S SOCCER
Seattle Us men’s soccer team begins the fall season with a young team. According to head coach Pete Fewing, however,
the group is strengthened by a number of outstanding experienced players. These include goalkeeper Jake Feiner and
forward Miguel Gonzalez, among others. The major challenge for the fall season, as mentioned before, will be the high
number of new players. The mens team has ten new players this season, and the increasednumber offreshmen means
an age differenceof four years in match-ups. According to Fewing, one of the toughest challenges will be meeting the
intensity of other teams. Fewing’s goal is to improve game by game, week by week. Fewing encourages students to come
out and support the men’s team at home games.
CROSS COUNTRY
For both the men and women’s cross country teams, the biggest strength in the fall season will be the experience that
Seattle U’s runners gained from last year, the first year that both teams competed in Division I athletics. For the men’s
side, head coach Trisha Steidl hopes that this year will be a good building year, due to the large number of younger
athletes. Two of the team’s top runners graduated last year, and another two are red-shirting this year. The women’s
side lost no seniors last year, gained three new members, and is hoping for a high placement in the conference. Steidl
is confident that the experience of competing at West Regionals last year greatly reduces the intimidation factor. She
encourages students to attend the home meet, the “Emerald City Open,” on Oct. 25. In addition, the team is hoping to
plan the cross country team’s first ever “pink meet” in support of Breast Cancer. Finally, Seattle U is hosting the 2013
WAC Cross Country Championships, which students can watch on Nov. 2 at Jefferson Park.
ROWING
The biggest challenge for the women’s rowing team this fall will be training the multitude ofwalk-on rowers. But,
according to head coach Jenny Park, this will definitely be a fun challenge. This season, Park hopes that the incoming
novices will bond with returning rowers, and that the team will perform well. Park mentioned that one major
advantage this year is a higher number of experienced rowers than last year on the team. Additionally, Park is excited
about what the new assistant coach will bring to the mix. Although spring is the major competition season for the
rowing team, there are still a number ofimportant regattas happening this fall. These include the local “Head of the
Lake” on Nov. 3. The best place for students to watch the race, according to Park, is the Montlake Cut.
VOLLEYBALL
Like many of its fellow sports teams, the Seattle U womens volleyball team is taking in a high number of new student
athletes this fall. The volleyball team begins the 2013 season with eight new studentathletes. According to a recent
article fromSeattle U the team hopes to finish in the top six in the WAC in order to qualify for the WAC tournament in
November. The new players bring both talent and diversity to the team. Along with the skills brought in by new play-
ers, the team will also be strengthened by the addition of a volunteerassistant coach, Stefanie Shiramizu. These advan-
tages could help the women’s volleyball team do well this season; they were already picked to finish fourth in the WAC
in a preseason poll. So far the team’s record for the 2013 season is 3-12, but they have many games ahead to prove their
ability to excel this season.
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GRAND THEFT AUTO NOT
SO GRAND FOR WOMEN
Although there are female gamers throughout the world, one game in particular
has not made itselfvery femme-friendly as of late.
“Grand Theft Auto V” was released on Sept. 17 by Rockstar Games. Its vast fan
base helped the game to achieve an astonishing revenue of $1 billion in three days,
and about 15 percent ofthese fans were women.
While that number may seem a bit low, it is also important to realize that these
women, alongwith theirmale counterparts, are given the opportunity in this exten-
sion ofthe “Grand Theft Auto”world togrope and fondle strippers.
The objective of this scene in the game is to fondle the stripper mid-lap dance
untilyour “Like” meter at the bottom ofthe screen is completely filled, meaning she
will go homewith you. At this point, you can decide what kind ofsex you have with
the stripper.
“Grand Theft Auto” is such a popular series that its fifth installmentwould have
incredible sales regardless of content At this point, it seems that the gamescreators
are goingfor shockvalue over quality, a cheap ploy that isn’t provocative or edgybut
simply lazy.
For such an iconic game, this scene is simply sloppy, even more so than we’ve
come to expect from the series.
Women are underrepresented in video games without the makers of “Grand
Theft Auto” relegating them to the role of strippers there to be groped.
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofKellie Cox, Caroline Ferguson, Dallas Goschie, Colleen Fontana, Grace Stetson, Emily Hedberg, and Kateri Town. Signed commentaries reflect theopinions of theauthors and not necessarily
those ofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT PUBLIC SAFETY’S NEW SEGWAYS?
“I want to know where the money
came from to get them.”
Tyler Daniels, Junior
OPINION
“They don’t really bother me. They
haven’t gotten in my way yet, so
we’ll see.”
Dorothy Phillips, Freshman
A LETTER FROM THE
EDITORS
Welcome back, Seattle University.
For those ofyou who are new readers, we are The Spectator—Seattle LTs campus
newspapersince 1933—and we are writing for you.
The Spectator team is dedicated to informing, entertaining andactively interact-
ing with the Seattle U community, especially its students. As an organization, our
purpose is three-fold: we deliver news coverage on a weekly basis, we function as a
learning tool and artistic outlet for students eager to gain experience in the field of
journalism, and we aim to serve as a spirited community forum open to all.
Every week, we work to produce a well-conceived paper of high quality that re-
flects the artistic vision and craft of every member on its staff. We encourage our
editors and writers to develop their own distinct tones and opinions, experiment
with style and take chances with their writing. The Spectator is as much an artistic
collaboration as it is anews source.
But you, dear reader, are our single most important contributor—the stories we
seek to publish are stories gleaned frompeople like you.
Our vision for The Spectator is to create a dynamic public forumthat accurately
reflects the thoughts, concerns and personalities of Seatde U. Our content is in-
spired by the thoughts of students, our changes are fueled by feedback from our
readers and the relevance ofour paper relies entirely on community participation.
Ifyou feel you are not represented in our pages, speak up—we want to include ev-
eryone in our discussions and, in truth, we cannot succeed as a community paper
when we fail to do so.
As we head into a new academic year,thinkofThe Spectatoras atool withinyour
capable hands. Whatyou do with it is up to you.
“I think that they’re really cool and
I really want to test one out but, I
don’t know how they got the money
to get them.”
Nancy Pometta, SopSaomuMSB®
“I don’t like them, I think they’re
kind of annoying. They’re just
kind of in the way.”
OttwKa Hales, Freshman
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avoid flirting with anyone in front of
him or bringing around guys where
you know he will be. That’s some high
school bull and no one — I repeat,
NO ONE — wants to deal with that
while studying in The Byte or half-
baked at The Bistro.
m m In I think my roommate ei-
Hg ther has a crush on me or
is really annoyed by me
and I’m not sure what to do about it.
Get over yourself. It
■ - A'IjHj probably has nothing to
■V do with you. Oh, and
I’m back! For all you kiddos who maybe ask them if some-
don’t know me, I’m your Seattle thing isbothering them.
UniversityGuidance Counselor,
providing you with some good old-
fashionedadvice from a guy who I’m scared that being
has no business giving it. I’m here a virgin in college will
to provide some perspective on seriouslyhurt my dating
everything under the sun—dating, game. Should I lie about it?
school, sex and anything else y’all
want to hurl at me. Let’s get this Okay, whoa. Hold your
started. horses there, sweetheart.
First of all, never refer to
I broke up with my it as your “dating game”
boyfriend at the end of — it makes you sound immature.
last year and I haven’t Second, once you start lying about
seen him since. I know I’m going to your sexual history, you are digging
see him, but I don’t know what to do yourself into a hole that you will
once I do. Help? never get out of. Plus the added stress
ofbeing found out will be more detri-
The obvious answer is to mental than being honest about your
just tell you to get over it virginity. It’s not as big of a deal as
and move on; however, that would you think it is, and if someone does
be unrealistic. Although the sum- have a problem with it, they probably
mer may have given you time to aren’t people you want be sleeping
cope with your recent break up, you with anyway,
can’t fully expect to have already
moved on. Also realize that YOU Keep it classy,
ended things, probably for good
reason (or maybe hot), so he is TGC
probably just as freaked out about
running into you. Once the inevi-
table does happen, the situation is
really in his hands — he may ac-
knowledge you or he may not and,
at the end ofthe day, he’s the one
who got shafted. Unless you want TT
,
. .
’ Have a question? Send it
to add insult to injury, you have to
. , _
, .. a, , toguidance@su-spectator.complay off his reactions. Also, unless ** 1
you want to be a total ass, I would
THE GUIDANCE
by Sam James Moreno
Sam is not a licensed coun-
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